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Management Summary

The likely available market for biosimilar manufacturers seeking to compete with original reference biologics coming off patent between 2018 and 2023 is estimated to be $3.12 billion per year in Europe and $5.24 billion per year in the USA.

However, successful uptake of biosimilars depends on several factors: clinical confidence in the biosimilar; more competitive pricing of drugs through greater competition; and patient confidence in the drug delivery device.

This paper presents evidence for the importance of good device design in easing biosimilar adoption. It also illustrates the importance of patient/healthcare professional research to understand device preferences, as well as the key design process steps needed to create the optimal delivery device.
Biosimilars
– the new wave 2018-2023

As the pharmaceutical sector progresses into the third decade of the century, biological drugs are expected to offer world healthcare systems a step-change in therapeutic benefit and long-term financial cost. As one study notes, “…biologics may increase drug costs. However, biologics offer demonstrated improvements in patient care that can reduce expensive interventions, thus lowering net healthcare costs.”

Alongside the patient benefits, introducing biosimilars into the market after the original biological drug patent has expired has been seen to reduce prices through healthy competition, increasing patient access to treatments and proving to be an additional driver for adoption. In the longer-term, discounting needs to reach levels that help create a sustainable market - where competitive market cost savings are balanced by reasonable commercial incentive for pharmaceutical manufacturers to continue investing in new drug discovery, development and certification.

The EU already has far more approved biosimilars—59 products referencing 18 medicines—than the United States (17 products referencing 9 medicines). Still, the number of European biosimilars available today represents just a fraction of what the market is expected to contain in the coming years.

In Europe, seventeen biologics will have come off patent over the five year period between 2018 and 2023. In the U.S., the equivalent number is fifteen. The entry of biosimilars to create a competitive market have been seen to generate price discounts that cluster around the 30% mark in the European Union (although in some countries these are much higher). A review of different local country biosimilar competition rules finds that mandatory discounts, where imposed, mainly focus in the 20-40% range versus the reference product pricing.

It is therefore encouraging that early signs from an emerging competitive market in the U.S. over one biologic that came out of patent in 2015 reveals that 25% has already been discounted off the branded reference drug pricing, and that the market expects this discount to increase a little further before settling into sustainable competition.

This paper’s analysis of biologics coming off patent over the five year period 2018-2023 gives a picture of the market opportunities for competitive biosimilars. In Europe, the estimated market opportunity (factoring in competitive discounts and based on 50% market share) for biosimilar manufacturers is $3.12 billion per year based on current revenues. The equivalent market opportunity in the USA comes to $5.24 billion per year.
Switching

A number of clinical and regulatory issues surround the process of switching patients between original biologics and biosimilars\(^x\). Although not the main subject of this paper, suffice to say that while regulators in global markets will continue to act with due caution in designating biosimilars as interchangeable, their level of confidence in making these decisions is fast growing as more real-world evidence becomes available (independent studies\(^\text{xii}\) are regularly adding to the body of real-life clinical evidence that switching patients to biosimilars is effective and well-tolerated).

At all events, healthcare regulators, managers and clinicians around the world are keen to encourage adoption of biosimilars where appropriate for the patient. In the UK, for instance, NHS England are now urging a more proactive and collaborative approach between commissioners, providers and patients to realise the potential savings from switching to biosimilar medicines\(^\text{xiii}\). More broadly, with over 10 years clinical experience across the EU, confidence in the safety and efficacy of biosimilar medicines for their approved indications has grown, and this has alleviated some of the initial concerns about their use, particularly when initiating therapy in treatment-naive patients\(^\text{xiv}\). Moreover, active regulatory moves have been, or are being, made to encourage interchangeability where the clinician considers it safe to do so\(^\text{xv}\).
Device Design and Switching

Quite a volume of authoritative commentators now also emphasize that the design of the drug delivery device – typically an auto-injector or prefilled syringe device – plays a critical role in facilitating switching \(^{[x]} \) (post clinical judgement). This is an important issue for two reasons. First, larger molecule biological drugs tend to be more viscous and present challenges with volume of drug to be delivered as well as potential pain on administration. Weekly injections when treating rheumatoid arthritis are typical. In a parallel move, healthcare systems across the world are moving towards patient self-administration, in order to lighten the burden on hospitals and increase convenience for patients \(^{[xvii]} \).

The influence of drug delivery ease is noted in a number of studies and the FDA has made it a requirement that human factor studies are run to both support the device design and demonstrate that user associated risks have been understood and mitigated. One - specifically looking at synthetic insulin - neatly summarises the situation thus \(^{[xviii]} \):

> "While regulatory guidelines cover aspects such as the structure, PK/PD, efficacy, safety, and immunogenicity of a biosimilar, one aspect that is equally important is the delivery device. Delivery devices are key factors in the patient experience with insulin administration, where regular use becomes part of the patient’s life. While the precision of dosing is a key concern, ease of use, comfort, and convenience of the device are important factors that could potentially influence patient adherence and so have an impact on efficacy. Familiarity and comfort with a particular delivery device may encourage patients to remain loyal to a specific branded insulin, even if less expensive biosimilars are available. Conversely, if patients are required to change to a different manufacturer’s product, a new or different device may discourage switching."

In fact, the drug delivery device is increasingly seen as integral to the overall therapy – the pairing of drug and device termed by the FDA as a ‘combination product’ and is regulated by its own regulatory pathway. As another study \(^{[xx]} \) puts it, “Products can be available in different presentations to their reference products, which, without proper guidance from a healthcare provider, could lead to inappropriate use by patients or caregivers. FDA guidance requires sponsors to provide data and information supporting the appropriate use and performance testing of the delivery device constituent part of the proposed interchangeable product.” Further evidence is found in the fact that pharma companies are seeking exclusive arrangements with device manufacturers to gain competitive edge in the switching/retention process \(^{[xx]} \).

In summary, commentators show clear consensus on the important impact of drug delivery device design, with one remarking, “It is [...] important to consider potential differences between delivery devices for biosimilars and reference products that may provide added benefit to patients and health care providers \(^{[xxi]} \).” Although, patient adherence and practice are also influenced by the delivery device, as another commentator summarises: “From the patient perspective, switching to a follow-on biologic may necessitate a change in delivery device, which may create issues for patient adherence and dosing \(^{[xx]} \).” New designs that have been specifically developed for biosimilar drugs often offer improved features that favour patient usability. Greater ease of use is certainly an important driver to encourage new users to follow their treatment plan, while existing users are likely to increasingly favour usability over habit especially when suffering from degenerative diseases like osteoarthritis.
A case in point

In the world of biologics and biosimilars, two factors dominate. First, clinicians want to bring the therapeutic benefits of biologics to as wide a patient audience as possible, encouraging therapy adherence and accurate self-administration. In commercial terms, new biosimilar entrants want to remove obstacles to switching – this includes device design – while reference drug manufacturers want to keep patients, clinicians and nurses loyal to their product post patent period.

In every case, research is needed to determine the strength of preference for a particular design, both from healthcare professionals and from patients. Some details from a piece of research work done by Owen Mumford Pharmaceutical Services illustrates how revealing that research can be.

The research involved an original biologic and a biosimilar competitor.

In the case of the original biologic, a push-button delivery device made up the combination product. The biosimilar, on the other hand, used a pressure-activated auto-injector. Research aimed to understand where preferences lay between the two types of delivery device.

For existing users of each drug, habit was shown to be hugely powerful, each cohort wishing to stay with the device type that they had become used to using. On the other hand, naïve patients just embarking on their therapeutic journey betrayed a strong preference (60%) for the pressure-activated device. Nurses – especially in the US – favoured the pressure activated device. Moreover, the strength of preference for push-button was significantly less marked than that for pressure-activated. The research also investigated envisaged ease-of-use, as distinct from preference. Both device types were considered easy to use.

All this data provided an evidential basis for pharmaceutical company and device manufacturer to establish a product design strategy, including short-term tactics to win customer preference, as well as longer-term migration strategies to wean patients from one device type to the other, backed up with communications and training materials to support clinicians and care staff and treasure patients.
Key Design Issues

After researching user and healthcare professional preferences, the process of designing an optimum delivery device or device platform should go through a rigorous series of development steps. Consensus among expert commentators may be summarised broadly as follows:

1. Selection of the primary container; drug interaction; impact on drug stability; compatibility with manufacturing processes.

2. Regulatory compliance; design reviews; human factor studies; device risk management considerations; test method development and qualification; risk and confidence parameters.

3. Candidate device evaluation; robustness and usability based on target applications; assembly and manufacturing risks; supply chain reliability; environmental/disposal risks; post-shipping device performance.

4. Design control procedures; plans & fully documented histories; design review process; methods of operational transfer; post-market surveillance procedures.

5. Manufacturability and control strategy risk evaluation; application to both device and to combination product; device vendor site controls.

6. Packaging considerations; shipping risks; likely packaging complaints.

7. Biocompatibility; device handling patient/user safety; ISO10993
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